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Adjective phrase form and function

Test yourself:Adjective phrases Adjective (AdjP) is an adjective in your head. This can be preceded by adverb changes (e.g. very slow) or followed by changes to the front phrases (e.g. PP than his brother in AdjP, which is longer than his brother) or clauses (for example, worse than he ever
imagined). AdjP can act as a modifier in a noun phrase (e.g. hungry mice) or a predictive supplement to the verb phrase (for example, it's hungry). In both cases, AdjP attributes (in these examples, hungry). AdjPs can have different dependants that make arb, such as adjectives (for
example, relatively effective), prepositioning phrases (such as slow as a snail) or clauses (for example, better than I could have hoped for). Adjectives change heads to provide information about the degree and usually occur before the head (for example, completely adorable), although
some occur, for example, after, for example, wide enough. The appointrs can be pre-good modifiers, such as any worse, so long. NPs are also found modifiers AdjP, for example, a little loud, a month late. Dependants that usually occur after the head have PPs and clauses. Some adjectives
require an upgrade in all or some of their uses. These additions are forward and reference clauses. For example, Theo is often short on money (PP), Olga is much nicer than Fred says he is (comparative clause). AdjPs have two main functions: they can change the head within the noun
phrase (for example, my purple hat) or feature a predicative supplement after a tense verb vp (for example, it seems so delightful). If they occur in NP, AdjPs are attribution. AdjPs may also occur as supplements to clauses in some verbs, such as Nina became a suspicious Des (transit
verb), Otis finds Gregory rather unreliable (transitive verb). In this case, their function is predicative. Most AdjPs can occur in both an attributable and predicative position. A few exceptions are: glad (to be home) can only be predicative, for example a child is happy (to be home), but not
*happy (to be home) a child; the devil can only be attributable, such as fucking a car, but not * the car is the devil. AdjP can also act as a predicative supplement. It provides information about another entity, for example, We were disappointed with the result (predicative supplement),
disappointed with the result, we vowed to make more efforts (predicative supplement). Some AdjPs may also occur in post-head modifiers np, i.e. they follow a noun, for example Ivy wanted to meet someone fond of animals. Adjective phrases consist of adjectives with elements that
complement or modify them differently. Although adjectives are potentially complex, most of them actually have a fairly simple structure. Therefore, it is typical of the phrase consists of a word in the form of an adjective, sometimes accompanied by degree modifiers, as in the following
example:1) Poor living conditions make planning your future [almost impossible]. The adjective consists of almost impossible head, which is impossible and almost degrees. Adjective phrases have two main functions: First, they can be used to change nouns in noun phrases, as in the
following example:(2) The scarcity of supplies has become [an increasingly difficult problem]. Here there is a noun problem in square brackets on the noun phrase, and the adjective is variable. This adjective phrase function is called attribution. The second basic function of adjective
phrases is as predictive in the structure of the clause as the words that follow verbs as be, change, appear, etc. (3) Maintaining a reasonable level has become increasingly difficult. This adjective phrase function is called predictive. Whether it is attribution or predical, an adjective always
changes (i.e. somehow more information) into a noun phrase (or a dependent clause that acts as an object of a sentence, such as to be a true adult, is sometimes difficult.). For more information, see the structure section of the clause: some adjectives appear only in predictive adjective
phrases. Most dimword matches mark such adjectives as special (e.g. by marking them only for predicative or not attribution). Here are some examples: Bill's dogs. Bill's a scared boy. NOT: *Two of the most similar results were compared.awareMe we are aware of the difficultiesNOT: * We
expect more informed attempts in the future. Grammatical examples in the right column illustrate the fact that these adjectives cannot be used attribution (i.e. to change nouns in noun phrases). The somewhat odd function of adjectives is the service of the heads of noun phrases. In English,
this use is almost limited to noun phrases with a general reference (i.e. referring to items in general, not specific copies). This use is illustrated by the following two examples: (4) We must plan for the future needs of the elderly. [elderly people in general] (5) 20. [Supernatural phenomena in
general] The first example refers to a category of people who have a characteristic (in this case age). The second example refers to an abstract concept. Almost without exception, these two uses are the only ones where adjectives are used in this way in English. Where reference is made to
a specific individual or a specific group of individuals or specific cases of abstract concepts, the nominal head (noun or pronoun) is the nominal head The elderly woman was confused and confused. (7) They require that the supernatural events described in the Bible be the real
manifestations of God. Content Manager: aweluluseMai. 2, 2014 Adjective changes the noun; it is, it gives more details on the retreat. It can be everything from color size to temperature personality. Adjectives usually appear just before their changeable nouns. The following examples show
adjectives in bold, while the changing nouns are in italizz (big bear): the generator is used to convert mechanical energy into electricity. The steel tubes contain a protective note and are surrounded by wrapping material. Adjectives can also follow a linking verb. In this case, adjectives may
also change pronouns. In the following examples, adjectives are still bold, while this time the linking verb is italit (the sun is yellow): the schoolhouse was red. I looked good today. He was funny. In some cases, numbers may also be adjectives. If you say Seven is my lucky number, seven is
a noun, but if you say there are seven cats in this painting, then seven is an adjective because it changes the noun cats. Name the adjectives in the following sentences: From four seasons, falling is my favorite; I like the red leaves, the cool weather and the fast wind. My roommate thinks
summer is the best season. I think he's crazy. Autumn is better than summer. Summer is too hot and muggy to be enjoyable. Comparable adjectives Some adjectives are comparable. For example, a person may be polite, but the other person may be more polite and the third person may be

the most polite of the three. The word more here makes the adjective a polite show comparison is made (comparative), and most makes the adjective show an absolute comparison (superlative). There is another way to compare adjectives in English. Many adjectives can take suffixes – er
and -est (sometimes need additional letters before suffix; see forms much below) to show comparative and superlative forms respectively: large, larger, largest deep, deeper, deeper, farther away, more adjectives are irregular in that sense: good, better, best bad, worse, worst few, less, less
way to convey comparison is to add more words and most. There is no easy rule to decide what it means to be correct for each adjective, however. The general tendency is for shorter adjectives to take suff insuffitating, while longer adjectives are not - but sometimes the sound of the word is
the deciding factor. prettier not beautifuller pretentious not pretentious Although there is no perfect rule to determine which adjectives takes or do not take -er and -est suffs, this video sets some sound rules can be useful instructions: adjective fun is one of the notable exceptions to the rules.
If you follow the sound rules we just learned, comparative should be funner and superlative funnel. But for a long time, these words were considered non-standard, more fun and the most fun acting in the right forms. The rationale for this rule is now outdated (it has a lot to do with how fun
became an adjective), but the stigma against the funner and funnest remains. While tides are starting to change, it's safer to stay more fun and most fun in an official situation (such as academic writing or professional correspondence). What are the true comparative and superlative forms of
adjectives below? Adjective Comparative Superlative fun fun (or funner, chatty) most fun (or funnest, chatty) red shimmery fresh popular squishy quiet great non-comparative adjectives many adjectives do naturally lend themselves to comparison. For example, some English speakers argue
that it makes no sense to say that one thing is supreme than another, or that something is the most ultimate, because the word ultimate is already absolute. Such adjectives are called non-comparable adjectives. Other examples are dead, true and unique. Note: Native speakers are
oftenspoken with non-comparable adjectives. Although being pregnant is logically uncomparable (someone is pregnant or she is not), you may hear a sentence as she looks more pregnant every day. Also extinct and equal seems to be uncomparable, but one could say that the language of
which is not known is more extinct than the well-documented language of surviving literature, but no speakers, and George Orwell once wrote All Animals are equal, but some are more equal than others. See the following list of adjectives. Are they comparable or uncomparable? Explain
your reasoning as to why. If the adjective is comparable, list its comparative and highly ified forms. For example: Long is a comparable adjective. The height is there on the scale: there are many different heights. The comparative is longer and superlative is longer. The dead are
uncomparable. You're either alive or dead. However, this concept is played by the movie princess bride. Miracle Max says Wesley is only mostly dead. Max expresses the fact that Wesley is still alive, despite being very close to the door of death. impossible big real nuclear core
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